Grosvenor G Casino
Kier North East | Stockton on Tees

Grosvenor G Casino in Stockton-on-Tees is now open for
business, becoming the latest addition to the chain
of Grosvenor Casinos across the country. The multi-million
pound development was undertaken by Kier North East
and is a state-of-the-art, purpose-built casino located
riverside at Chandler’s Wharf, Stockton.
The casino’s new front-of-house washroom areas were transformed
by TBS Fabrications who installed their InVerse toilet cubicles
and seamless granite vanity tops; a winning combination to ensure
a stylish and contemporary washroom design.
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TBS are ‘Hot’ in the ‘House’
at Chandlers Wharf
The InVerse washroom range offers an innovative and versatile cubicle
system available in a wide selection of panel finishes, and features
unique aluminium pilasters with customisable laminate inserts;
providing the flexibility to meet individual design requirements.
Cubicles and duct panels were specified in bespoke digital print
laminates to ensure a truly unique washroom design for the casino,
and TBS worked in close conjunction with Formica® using there
Formica Younique service to meet the design brief.
A striking black and white Spitfire from the original Haynes technical
drawing was chosen for the urinal ducting, whilst a 19th century
English bobbin lace was chosen to create a stunning cubicle
frontage in the female washrooms. Both digital graphics were
selected from the vast image library supplied by Surface View®
and transferred exclusively onto Formica® High Pressure Laminate.
Greg Wilson Sales Director added “The G Casino project gave us
the perfect opportunity to showcase what we can offer our clients
that is slightly different to a standard washroom. The whole team
enjoyed bringing this project together to a successful conclusion,
in terms of programme and quality.”
Formica® Younique can be specified in conjunction with any of
TBS’ washroom products, providing architects and designers with
the flexibility to create a truly unique design. For more details see
Formica Younique website
www.formica.com/en/uk/products/younique-by-formica-group
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